In this paper we present an algorithm for enumerating without repetitions all non-crossing geometric spanning trees on a given set of n points in the plane under edge constraints (i.e., some edges are required to be included in spanning trees). We will first prove that a set of all edge-constrained non-crossing spanning trees is connected via remove-add flips, based on the constrained smallest indexed triangulation which is obtained by extending the lexicographically ordered triangulation introduced by Bespamyatnikh. More specifically, we prove that all edge-constrained triangulations can be transformed to the smallest indexed triangulation among them by O(n 2 ) times of greedy flips. Our enumeration algorithm is based on the reverse search paradigm of Avis and Fukuda, and it generates each output graph in O(n 2 ) time and O(n) space. This result improves the previous O(n 3 ) bound by Avis and Fukuda for the unconstrained case by factor of O(n). For the edge constrained case, the previous algorithm cannot be extended so as to cope with edge constraints. However, our algorithm can deal with the edge-constrained case in the same running time.
Introduction
Given a graph G = (V, E) with n vertices and m edges where V = {1, . . . , n}, G is a spanning tree if and only if G is connected containing no cycle. An embedding of the graph G(P ) on a set of points P = {p 1 , · · · , p n } ⊂ R 2 is a mapping of the vertices to points in the Euclidian plane i → p i ∈ P . The edges (i, j) of G are mapped to straight line segments (p i , p j ). An embedding is non-crossing if each pair of segments (p i , p j ) and (p k , p l ) have no point in common without their endpoints.
An embedded spanning tree on the point set is called geometric spanning tree. Here geometric non-crossing spanning tree is simply called noncrossing spanning tree (NST). We assume in this paper that spanning trees are embedded on fixed general point set P in R 2 , and x-coordinates of them are all distinct. Let F be a set of non-crossing line segments on P . A spanning tree containing F is called F-constrained spanning tree. Then we give an algorithm for enumerating all the F -constrained non-crossing spanning trees (F -CNST) . We simply denote a vertex p i by i and an edge p i p j by ij or (i, j).
Novelty.
The algorithm we propose requires O(n 2 ) time per output and O(n) space. For the unconstrained case (i.e. F = ∅), the algorithm by Avis and Fukuda [7] requires an O(n 3 ) time per output and O(n) space. For this case, our algorithm improved their algorithm by O(n) factor. Also it does not seem that the algorithm by [7] can be extended to the edge-constrained case. For the F -constrained case, in our recent paper [9] , we proposed an algorithm for enumerating the F -constrained non-crossing minimally rigid frameworks embedded on a given point set in the plane. We remarked therein that based on a similar approach, we could develop an algorithm for enumerating F -CNSTs, although we have not given either any algorithm details or analysis of the running time.
Although the details are omitted here, the running time of this algorithm is O(n 3 ) time per output and it seems difficult to improve this running time.
Historical Perspective. Enumerating combinatorial and geometric objects are fundamental problems and several algorithms have been developed for, e.g. a set of triangulations [7, 12, 14] , non-crossing spanning trees [7] , pseudo-triangulations [4, 10, 13] and non-crossing minimally rigid frameworks [8, 9] . Let O be a set of objects to be considered. Two objects are connected iff they can be transformed to each other by a pre-defined local operation, where local operation generates one object from the other by means of small changes. Especially, local operation is sometimes called (1-)flip if they have all but one edge (or element) in common. Define a graph G O on O with a set of edges connecting between objects that can be transformed to each other by one local operation. Then the natural question is how we can design local operation so that G O is connected, or, if it is possible, how we can design G O with small diameter. There are several known results for these questions for triangulations (e.g. [17] ), pseudo-triangulations [1] , geometric matchings [16] , some classes of simple polygons [15] and also for NSPs [1] [2] [3] 7] . Especially relevant to the historical context of our work are the results for NST by Avis and Fukuda [7] , and Aichholzer et al. [1] [2] [3] . Let SP be a set of all NSTs on a set of n points. Avis and Fukuda [7] have developed simple 1-flip such that G SP is connected with diameter 2n − 4. For the case of a local operation other than 1-flip, Aichholzer et al. have described the operations with diameters O(log n) [2] and improved result [1] . Aichholzer et al. in [2] also tried to design 1-flip with the additional requirement, called edge slide, such that removed edge moves to the other one along an adjacent edge keeping one endpoint of the removed edge fixed. And Aichholzer and Reinhardt [3] have proved that all NSTs are connected with O(n 2 ) edge slides. In this paper, we will propose 1-flip with the additional requirement such that removed and added edges are sharing one endpoint, and show that all F -CNSTs are connected by O(n 2 ) flips sharing one endpoint plus O(n) base exchange operations.
Main tools. Main tools we use are reverse search and the F -constrained smallest indexed triangulation. Reverse search is a memory efficient method for visiting all the nodes of G O developed by Avis and Fukuda [6, 7] has been successfully applied to a variety of combinatorial and geometric enumeration problems. It generates all the elements of O by tracing the nodes in G O . To trace G O efficiently, it defines a root on G O and parent for each node except the root. Define the parent-child relation satisfying the following conditions: (1) each non-root object has a unique parent, and (2) an ancestor of an object is not itself. By this, iterating going up to the parent leads to the root from any other node in
The set of such paths defines a spanning tree, known as the search tree, and the algorithm traces it by depth-first search manner. So, the necessary ingredients to use the method are an implicitly described connected graph G O on the objects to be generated, and an implicitly defined search tree in G O . In this paper we supply these ingredients for the problem of generating all F -CNSTs.
The idea of a smallest indexed triangulation is derived from a lexicographically order triangulation developed by Bespamyatnikh [12] for enumerating triangulations efficiently. We generalize it to an F -constrained triangulation by associating an appropriate index for each triangulation rather than lexicographical ordering. In this paper a smallest indexed triangulation plays a crucial role in the development of our enumeration algorithm. We conjecture that the general idea to use triangulations which is proposed in this paper can be extended to develop an efficient algorithm for enumerating non-crossing graphs other than non-crossing spanning trees and minimally rigid frameworks because any non-crossing graph can be augmented to a triangulation and there exists an efficient algorithm for enumerating triangulations based on a reverse search.
Organization. We review smallest indexed triangulation by Bespamyatnikh and extended it to the F -constrained smallest indexed triangulation in Section 2. Section 3 shows that F -constrained non-crossing spanning trees are connected by O(n 2 ) flips. Section 4 gives an algorithm for enumerating F -constrained non-crossing spanning trees. Section 5 proves the correctness and gives detailed analysis of the algorithm.
Smallest Indexed Triangulation
In this section, we define new index for a set of triangulations and an optimal triangulation with respect to the associated index, which we call a smallest indexed triangulation. Then we show that any edge-constrained triangulations can be transformed into smallest index triangulation by O(n 2 ) flips. We remark that our idea, that is the index for each triangulation, is derive from the lexicographical ordering developed by Bespamyatnikh although he had not extended his results to edge-constrained case. We will use the smallest indexed triangulation to enumerate edgeconstrained non-crossing spanning trees. Before introducing the indexed triangulation, we first define several notations which we will use throughout paper.
Notations
Let P be a set of n points on the plane, and for simplicity we assume that the vertices P = {1, . . . , n} are labeled in the increasing order of x-coordinates with distinct x-coordinates. For two vertices i, j ∈ P , we use the notation, i < j, if x-coordinate of i is smaller than that of j. We use the notation P i to represent {i + 1, . . . , n} ⊆ P for i ∈ P .
We usually denote an edge between i and j with i < j by (i, j). For three points i, j, k the signed area ∆(i, j, k) of a triangle ∆ijk is defined by
, where x(·) and y(·) are x-coordinate and y-coordinate of each point. The sign of ∆(i, j, k) tells us that k is on the left and right side of a line through i and j by ∆(i, j, k) > 0 and ∆(i, j, k) < 0, respectively. Then the lexicographical ordering on a set of edges is defined as follows: for e = (i, j) with i < j and e = (k, l) with k < l, e is lexicographically smaller than e (denoted by e ≺ e or e e) iff i < k or i = k and ∆(i, j, l) < 0 1 , and denote by 1 In general the lexicographical ordering for edge set is defined in such a way that e = (i, j) is smaller than e = (k, l) iff either i < k or i = k and j < l holds. But in this paper we adopt our lexicographical ordering for efficient enumeration described in Sections 4 and 5.
e = e when they coincide. Notice that, when i = k, the lexicographical ordering corresponds to the clockwise ordering around i in our definition. For two vertices i, j ∈ P , j is visible from i with respect to a constrained edge set F when an edge (i, j) and any edge in F do not have a point in common except their endpoints. In this paper, we assume that j is visible from i when (i, j) ∈ F . And we denote a set of vertices of P visible from i with respect to F by V F (i, P ).
Let conv(P ) be a convex hull of a point set P . For a vertex i that is outside of the convex hull of P , i.e. i / ∈ conv(P ), j ∈ P is visible from i with respect to (the boundary of) conv(P ) when j = (i, j) ∩ conv(P ) holds (see Fig. 1 ). For an edge e = (i, j) with i < j, let l(e) and r(e) denote the left and right endpoints of e, i.e. l(e) = i and r(e) = j, respectively. A straight line passing through i and j split R 2 into two regions (i, j) + and (i, j) − that are open regions of left and right sides of (i, j), i.e. e + = (i, j)
Similarly, the closed regions (i, j) +,0 and (i, j) −,0 are defined. Moreover, considering a line through a vertex i perpendicular to x-axis, we can define
For i ∈ P , let F (i) denote a set of constrained edges of F whose left endpoints are coincide with i. Upper and lower hull edges, (i, i up ) and (i, i low ), of i with respect to (the constrained edge set) F are defined as the upper and lower boundary edges of the convex hull of
They define empty region in which no point of P exists as we describe below. Let l i be a line perpendicular to x-axis passing through i, and let f 1 and f 2 be the closest edges from i among F intersecting with l i in the upper and lower side respecting i (if such edge exists). Then there exists no point of P inside the region bounded by l i , f 1 (and f 2 ), and the line through i and i up (and i low , respectively). When f 1 (and f 2 ) does not exist, it is defined by the region bounded by l i and the line through i and i up (and i low ). We call this fact empty region properties of the upper and lower hull edges.
Constrained Smallest Indexed Triangulation
Although we would be better of introducing the result of Bespamyatnikh, we omit it in this extended abstract (see [12] ). And let us extend his result to edge-constrained triangulations. F -constrained smallest indexed triangulation denoted by CSIT or F -CSIT is defined as follows: Fig. 2 ).
We give an example of CSIT in Fig.3 (b) for 11 points, and also give an example when F = ∅ in Fig. 3 which is called SIT. We remark that CSIT always has the edges of also triangles. Then, all faces of CSIT are triangles by the induction from i = n − 1 to 1, which implies that CSIT is triangulation. (Clearly CSIT has the boundary edges of conv(P ).) Let us consider
and a set of vertices of H l visible from i with respect to H l which we denote V H l (i) ⊂ H l (see Fig. 2 ). From Definition 1, CSIT has edges between i and vertices of V H l (i) without intersection since each V H l (i) is visible from i respecting all edges of T .
And CSIT also has a part of the boundary of H l connecting the sequence of vertices of V H l (i) from i l to i l+1 . It is because, for p, q ∈ V H l (i) with p < q such that p and q is adjacent on the boundary of H l , (p, q) is at least one of the upper and lower hull edges of p, (otherwise q / ∈ V H l (i)). Then all new faces incident to i are triangles.
Greedy Flipping in Constrained Triangulations
Let CT * denote CSIT on a given point set. For any F -constrained triangulation, an index of T is defined as a pair of integers n − c and d, and denoted by index . . , n − 3} are the label of the critical vertex of T and the critical degree of the critical vertex, respectively. The critical vertex is the smallest label of a vertex whose incident edges differ from the corresponding set of incident edges in CT * . The critical degree is the number of edges incident to the critical vertex not contained in CT * . The index of CT * is defined to be (0, 0). Then, for two triangulations T and T of index(T ) = (n − c, d) and index(T ) = (n − c , d ), T has smaller index than that of T when n − c < n − c , or c = c and d < d hold. Note that the index decreases as the label of the critical vertex increases. For example, a triangulation in Fig. 3 (c) has an index (3, 2).
For an edge e in a triangulation T , e is flippable when two triangles incident to e in T form a convex quadrilateral Q. Flipping e in T generates a new triangulation by replacing e of T with the other diagonal of Q. Such operation is called improving flip if the triangulation obtained by flipping e has a smaller index than the previous one, and e is called improving flippable. Now let us show that the greedy flipping property of the constrained triangulations. is missing in T . Since T is a triangulation, T has some edge e ∈ T \ CT * intersecting (c, c 0 ). Then, from the empty region property of (c, c 0 ) discussed in Section 2.1, l(e) < c holds, which implies that the vertex l(e) is incident to e( = CT * ) and contradicts that c is the critical vertex.
Next let us show that each edge 
Let c j * be a vertex furthest from the line through c 0 and c k among c j for j = 1, . . . , k − 1. Then a quadrilateral cc j * −1 c j * c j * +1 is convex, and flipping (c, c j * ) to (c j * −1 , c j * +1 ) produces a new triangulation with a smaller index than that of the previous one because c < c j * −1 and c < c j * +1 hold. 
Constrained Non-crossing Spanning Tree
Let F be a non-crossing edge set on P , and we assume that F is a forest. In this section we show that a set of F -constrained spanning trees on P , denoted by SP, is connected by O(n 2 ) flips.
Let . . ≺ e m } be lexicographically ordered edge lists. Then E is lexicographically smaller than E if e i ≺ e i for the smallest i such that e i = e i .
Consider the F -constrained smallest indexed triangulation (F -CSIT), which is denoted by T (F ) in what follows. F -constrained smallest indexed spanning tree (F-CSISP) is a F -constrained spanning tree which is a subset of T (F ), and we denote a set of all F -CSISPs by CSISP. Let SP * be a spanning tree consisting of lexicographically smallest edge list among CSISP. The following lemma holds from the known fact about matroid (see e.g. [20] ): 
Then SP is a base of graphic matroid restricted to the edge set of T (F ). Since all bases are connected via base exchange, the statement holds. In fact, planarity is maintained since any SP ∈ CSISP is subset of T (F ).
Now we will define an index for each spanning tree SP / ∈ CSISP to represent how far it is from one of CSISP. For each F -constrained triangulation T we have defined its index with respect to F by index
We associate SP -constrained smallest indexed triangulation T (SP ) with each spanning tree SP , and define an index of SP (denoted by index(SP ) = (c SP , d SP )) as index(SP ) = index F (T (SP )), We also call c SP the critical vertex of SP . Fig. 5 shows an example of SP whose critical vertex is 1 and index(SP ) is (7, 2).
Let SP (i) and T (SP ; i) be the edges of SP and T (SP ) whose left endpoints coincide with i ∈ P , respectively. The next observation immediately follows from the definition of CSIT. Then we derive the followings from Theorem 3 and Observation 5: Proof. Let c be a critical vertex of SP . From Lemma 6 there exists an edge e 1 = (c, c * ) ∈ SP \ F such that e 1 is improving flippable in T (SP ). There exist two vertices, denote c * l and c * r , incident to both c * and c in T (SP ). When removing e 1 from SP , the set of vertices of SP − e 1 is partitioned into two components, where c * and c belong to different components, and c l can belong to only one of them. Therefore adding one of (c, c * l ) or (c * l , c * ) to SP − e 1 , we obtain a new non-crossing spanning tree SP . Note that index of T (SP ) is smaller than that of T (SP ) because T (SP ) does not have (c, c * ) but has (c * l , c * r ) instead and the critical degree decreases by one. Repeating this procedure, the underlying triangulation eventually reaches the smallest indexed triangulation which is the required F -CSISP. Since the number of distinct indices is O(n 2 ), O(n 2 ) flips occur.
From Lemmas 4 and 7 we conclude this section with the following theorem: 
Note that I SP = ∅ and I SP is the subset of SP \ F incident to c from Lemma 6. Therefore e 1 in Case 2 of Definition 2 always exists. There exist two vertices, c * l and c * r , incident to both c * and c in T (SP ) with ∆(c * , c, c * l ) > 0 and ∆(c * , c, c * r ) < 0, respectively. Here, we adopt c * l in Definition 2 in order to define the unique parent. In Fig. 6 we show how the parent function works for SP ∈ SP \CSISP with index(SP ) = (6, 2) and F = ∅. Removing 27 and adding 57 we obtain a new spanning tree with index = (6, 1). From Lemmas 4 and 7 these parent-child relationships form the search tree of SP explained in Section 1. To simplify the notations, we denote the parent function depending on Cases 1 and 2 by where e rem ∈ SP \ F and e add ∈ K n \ SP . Let elist SP and elist K n be the list of edges of SP and K n ordered lexicographically, and let elist SP (i) and elist K n (i) be the i-th element of elist SP and elist K n , respectively. We also denote the above defined adjacency function by Adj(SP , i, j) for which e rem = elist SP (i) with e rem / ∈ F and e add = elist K n (j) with e add / ∈ SP . Then, based on the algorithm in [6, 7] , we describe our algorithm in Fig. 7 .
Both the parent function and the adjacency function need O(n) time for each process by simply checking non-crossing property. Then, the while-loop from line 4 to 17 has |SP |·|K n | iterations which require O(n 4 ) time if simply checking lines 8 and 10. In the following sections we give an improved O(n 2 ) time algorithm. Especially, we will show that the innerwhile loop from lines 6 to 16 can be implemented in O(n) time. Hence, from the correctness of the algorithm given in the following sections, we obtain the theorem: 
Correctness and Analysis of the Algorithm
We will devote this section to the proof of Theorem 9. Let SP and SP be two distinct spanning trees for which SP = Adj(SP , e rem , e add ) for e rem ∈ SP \ F and e add ∈ K n \ SP . Now we want to efficiently determine whether SP is the parent of SP . More specifically we want to characterize the pair of edges, e rem and e add , satisfying either f 1 (SP ) = SP or f 2 (SP ) = SP . Lemma 10 and Lemma 12 show necessary and sufficient conditions for which e rem and e add satisfy f 1 (SP ) = SP and f 2 (SP ) = SP , respectively. Lemma 11 shows that for each e rem ∈ SP \F we can enumerate, in O(n) time with O(n) space, a set of edges E 1 satisfying all conditions of Lemma 10. Lemmas 18 and 19 show that for each e rem ∈ SP \ F we can enumerate, in O(n) time with O(n) space, a set of edges E 2 satisfying the conditions of Lemma 12. Then we can enumerate all the edge pairs of (e rem , e add ) such that SP − e rem + e add is child of SP are obtained in linear time for each e rem . Since the number of possible elements for e rem is O(n), Theorem 9 holds.
Algorithm Enumerating F -constrained non-crossing geometric spanning trees.
1: SP * := F -CSISP with lexicographically smallest edge list; 2: SP := SP * ; i, j := 0; Output(SP ); 3: repeat 4:
while i ≤ |SP | do
5:
i := i + 1;
6:
while j ≤ |K n | do 7:
j := j + 1;
8:
if elist SP (i) / ∈ F , elist K n (j) / ∈ SP and Adj(SP , i, j) = null then 9:
SP := Adj(SP , i, j);
10: 
20:
if SP ∈ CSISP then SP := f 1 (SP );
21:
else SP := f 2 (SP );
22:
determine integer pair (i, j) such that Adj(SP , i, j) = SP ;
23:
i := i − 1;
24:
end if 25: until SP = SP * , i = |SP | and j = |Kn|; Fig. 7 . Algorithm for enumerating F -constrained non-crossing geometric spanning trees. 
Let e = min{e ∈ SP * \ SP | SP − e rem + e ∈ SP}. Suppose (C) does not hold. Then e ≺ e rem holds. (Note that the equality does not hold since e rem ∈ SP \ F .) We have
(from e ≺ e 2 ≺ e 1 ).
Thus, e would have been selected instead of e rem when the parent function f 1 is applied to SP , which contradicts e rem = e 2 . Hence, (C) holds. Finally, let e = max{e | e ∈ SP \ SP * }, and suppose that (D) does not hold and e add ≺ e holds. (Note that the equality does not hold since e add / ∈ SP .) Since e 2 ≺ e 1 = e add ≺ e , we have
Then e would have been selected instead of e add when the parent function f 1 is applied to SP , which contradicts e add = e 1 Thus, e add = max{e | e ∈ SP \ SP * } holds, and hence f 1 chooses e add for an edge e 1 to be deleted from SP . From this we have SP − e 1 = SP − e rem + e add − e 1 = SP − e rem . Since e add / ∈ SP * from (B), (C) implies
Since e rem ∈ SP * \ SP , e rem = min{e ∈ SP * \ SP | SP − e 1 + e ∈ SP}. Thus, f 1 chooses e rem for an edge to be added, and f 1 (SP ) returns SP . Next we will explain how we can efficiently check whether f 2 (SP ) = SP holds or not. Consider the situation that we remove e rem = (a, b) with a < b from SP and add e add = (x, y) (or (y, x)) to SP − e rem such that SP − e rem + e add ∈ SP. From Definition 2, e rem and e add must share exactly one endpoint. Then, we assume without loss of generality that either y = a or y = b holds. Especially, we will characterize the other endpoint x of e add depending on e rem = (a, b). The endpoint of e add other than y is denoted by x throughout this section. Now let us start to characterize the edges e rem and e add . Proof. The necessary and sufficient conditions for f 2 (SP ) = SP is that e rem = e 2 and e add = e 1 hold, where e 1 and e 2 are those defined in Case 2 of Definition 2. Then, replacing e 1 and e 1 of Definition 2 by e add and e rem , respectively, we obtain the conditions (A), (C) and (D). Moreover, we have l(e 1 ) ≤ l(e 2 ) since e 1 is a improving flippable edge in T (SP ) from Definition 2 and we know that all vertices of two triangles incident to e 1 in T (SP ) is lexicographically larger than l(e 1 ). Thus (B) holds.
Remember that e rem and e add must share one endpoint, so the number of candidate edges, e add , satisfying Lemma 12 for each e rem ∈ SP \ F is O(n). However, Lemma 12 does not directly provide an efficient algorithm, and we need more precise analysis for each condition in Lemma 12.
Checking the conditions (B), (C) and (D) Now let us first analyze the conditions (B) and (C) in Lemma 12. Considering the intersections of open halfspaces defined by the three lines, one is passing through a and b and the others are through a and b perpendicular to x-axis, the following six cases are possible depending on the position of x (see Fig 8) :
Neither of Case 1 or 2 happen. It is because that, from the condition (B), e add must be (a, x) in these cases. However, if so, b ∈ e add + and the condition (C) is not satisfied. Simply checking the conditions (B) and (C) for each case, the endpoint of e add other than x that is either a or b is uniquely determined depending on the position of x as follows: Proof. Fig. 9 shows an example of forbidden region in which there exists no point of P completely visible to (a, b) with respect to SP . (Since x ∈ CV SP (a, b) is required in Lemma 14, you may add a triangle ∆abx to each forbidden region.) We here show only the case (BCD-1) and omit the other cases in order to avoid similar arguments.
("only if"-part.) From Lemma 13, e add must be (x, a). Let SP = SP −e rem +e add . We show that if there exists some point in (x) + ∩(a, b) + ∩ (x, b) + completely visible from (a, b), the updated triangulation T (SP ) contains some edge intersecting (x, b). Let p ∈ (x) + ∩ (a, b) + ∩ (x, b) + such that the angle pab around a is largest . When x < p < a holds, (p, a) is the lower hull edge of p in SP since (x, a) ∈ T (SP ), and hence T (SP ) has (p, a) . When a < p holds, (a, p) is the upper hull edge of a in SP since (a, p) has the largest angle around a among the edges connecting a and the points of V SP (a, P a ). Then T (SP ) has an edge (a, p). In both cases T (SP ) has some edge intersecting (x, b). Therefore we cannot have ∆abx in T (SP ).
("if"-part.) When the conditions in the statement hold, we can observe that there exists no edge in T (SP ) intersecting ∆abx except their endpoints (see Fig. 9 ). In fact, b ∈ V SP (x, P x ) holds, and T (SP ) contains ∆abx. For a simple polygon P and a point p in the inside of P, the visibility polygon of p in P is the set of all points visible in P from p with respect to the edges of P. For a set of line segments F and a point p, the visibility polygon of p in (the arrangement of) F is defined by VP F (p) = {q ∈ R 2 | q is visible from p with respect to F }. Similarly, replacing the the term "visible" by "completely visible", complete visibility polygon is defined. The following two facts are known: Proof. Suppose that SP is contained in the large rectangle R, and let us find a completely visible polygon of (a, b) inside (a, b) +, 0 . Let L ab be a straight line through a and b. From Fact 16, if we obtain a visibility polygon V P SP ∪R∪l ab (b) that is a visibility polygon of b in the edge set SP bounded by R and l ab , in linear time, a completely visible polygon of (a, b) is found in linear time from Fact 15. We can view the problem of finding a visibility polygon of b in the edge set SP as the one of finding a visibility polygon in the polygon P, where P is a simple polygon obtained by tracing the edges of SP, R and the line through a and b as in Fig. 10 . Thus, the lemma follows. Proof. From Lemma 14, it is sufficient to determine those among the edges each of whose one endpoint is in CV SP (a, b) and the other is either a or b. From Lemma 17, we can find the set of vertices, CV SP (a, b), completely visible from (a, b) in linear time. Moreover the algorithm described in Lemma 17 computes the visibility polygon of a in the visibility polygon of b. It is well known that the visibility polygon is star shaped (see e.g. [5] ). Then we obtain, from the visibility polygon of b, two sorted lists of vertices of CV SP (a, b) , one contains the vertices of CV SP (a, b)∩(a, b) + and the other contains those of CV SP (a, b) ∩ (a, b) − in O(n) time by the angles bax around a for elements x ∈ CV SP (a, b). Denote these lists by cv-list + and cv-list − , respectively.
Let us first focus our attention on the points in cv-list + . From Lemma 13 the points in R +++ ∪ R ++− (which correspond to Cases 1 and 2 in Fig. 8 ) should be removed from cv-list + . Then, for each point x ∈ cv-list + , the edge to be chosen as e add is determined, i.e. (x, a) must be chosen as e add when x ∈ R +−− . So, let us consider how to efficiently check the remaining part of the condition (BCD-1) of Lemma 14, that is, how to enumerate the set of
It can be done easily by preprocessing before removing the points in R +++ ∪ R ++− from cv-list + . In this preprocessing phase, we calculate the largest x-coordinate point x 1 among cv-list + . Then, for
Actually, only x 1 satisfies the condition (BCD-1) of Lemma 14 if x 1 ∈ R +−− , and there exists no point satisfying that condition otherwise.
Next let us consider the points in cv-list − . By the same way as in the above discussion for cv-list + , we can determine the edge to be chosen as e add for each x ∈ cv-list − depending on the position of x. In the preprocessing phase we calculate, in linear time, two points x 2 Finally we remark that we can obtain the lexicographically ordered edge list satisfying the condition (B)(C) and (D) in O(n) from the edges obtained after performing the above processes. It is because that the edges obtained after performing them are sorted in the counterclockwise order around a, so the edges (a, x) satisfying (BCD-2) or (BCD-3) are already sorted in lexicographical order. The edges (x, a) satisfying (BCD-1) and (x, b) satisfying (BCD-4) have distinct left endpoints, so they can be sorted lexicographically by putting each edge e of them on the l(e)-th entry of one dimensional array of length n.
Checking the Condition (A) of Lemma 12 Our goal of this section is to show the following lemma:
Let SP be a F -constrained spanning tree and e rem = (a, b) ∈ SP \ F . We can enumerate the edge set E 2 ⊆ E BCD , in linear time with linear space, that satisfies the condition (A) in Lemma 12.
Based on four cases for edges E bcd considered in Lemma 14, we can divide the proofs into the following six cases, where c denote the critical vertex of SP : For simplicity, we abbreviate SP − e rem and SP − e rem + e add to SP − and SP −+ , respectively. The condition (A) claims that e add is the lexicographically smallest improving flippable edge in T (SP −+ ). Then we need to provide the efficient way to check the followings for each e add , We will supply how to check these in O(1) time for each e add ∈ E BCD with fixed e rem with one exception of Case 2-b. For this purpose, it must be sufficient to observe how a set of edges incident to a vertex i in T (SP −+ ), (denoted by T (SP −+ ; i)), changes not for all i ∈ P but only for i ≤ {1, . . . , l(e add )} ⊆ P . Therefore let us consider how we can update a set of edge incident to i for i ≤ l(e add ), that is, from T (SP ; i) to T (SP − ; i) when removing e rem = (a, b) from T (SP ), and from T (SP − ; i) to T (SP −+ ; i) when adding e add to T (SP − ). Of course, there exists no literature concerning how the CSIT can be constructed dynamically when removing and adding constrained edges. So we should present several Lemmas answering these matters although their rigorous proofs will be provided in the next section. Now let us first consider removing one edge e rem from T (SP ). This lemma implies that a set of edges incident to a vertex i on the left side of l(e rem ) does not change at all when removing the constrained edge e rem . Similar argument is also hold when adding e add to T (SP − ).
As a consequence, from l(e add ) < l(e rem ) (which is the condition (B)), we have the following observation:
Remember that we are now concerned about T (SP −+ ; i) for i ∈ {1, . . . , l(e add )} for checking (A-1) and (A-2). Then we also need the following two lemmas for calculating T (SP − ; l(e rem )) and T (SP −+ ; l(e rem )). Notice that, to achieve the efficient algorithm, namely O(n 2 ) time algorithm per output, we cannot call the method of Lemma 24 using O(n) time for every e add . However this argument will tell us a useful tuition into (A-1) as follows.
Let us consider how the edge set T (SP −+ ; l(e add )) is obtained from T (SP − ; l(e add )) when adding e add to T (SP − ), (assuming that we have T (SP − )). We can find that there exists two edges, e 1 = (l(e add ), v 1 ) and e 2 = (l(e add ), v 2 ), of T (SP − )) such that r(e add ) exists between e 1 and e 2 and an angle v 1 l(e add )v 2 is minimum for all pairs of edges in T (SP − ).
Then the update occurs locally only inside of (l(e add )) + ∩ e − 1 ∩ e + 2 . We compute two convex hulls, H 1 and H 2 , of P l(e add ) ∩ e − 1 ∩ e + add and P l(e add ) ∩ e − add ∩ e + 2 , and connect l(e add ) and each vertices visible from l(e add ) respecting H 1 and H 2 , respectively. Then we obtain T (SP −+ ; l(e add )).
Notice that in the above construction newly added edges (connecting the vertices of two convex chains with l(e add )) are not flippable. Then we derive the following observation:
Observation 25. Every flippable edges e ∈ T (SP −+ ; l(e add )) is either flippable in T (SP − ) or equal to e add .
Furthermore we can easily see the following observation: Let us consider how to check whether e add satisfies the conditions (A) (more precisely (A-1) and (A-2) discussed above) in T (SP −+ ) for each we can see that e add is neither the upper nor lower hull edge of l(e add ) respecting SP −+ since, otherwise it remains the upper or lower hull edge respecting SP − when removing e add from SP −+ , and e add ∈ T (SP − ) holds. By the same way as in the proof of Lemma 23 let us compute in O(n) time two edges (y, y s ) and (y, y t ) in (SP (y)−e rem )∪{(y, y 0 ), (y, y k )} with y s ∈ (y, x) + and y t ∈ (y, x) − such that y s yy t around y is minimum (see Fig. 11 (c)). Then update occurs only in the region (y, y s ) − ∩(y, y t ) + . It can be done as follows according to the definition of CSIT. First we compute two sets of vertices of P y ∩(y, y s ) −,0 ∩(y, x) +,0 and P y ∩(y, x) −,0 ∩(y, y t ) +,0 visible from y with respect to SP −+ , (denoted by V 1 and V 2 , respectively), in O(n) time by the algorithm described in Lemma 17. (These vertices are obtained in lexicographical ordering). Then, we compute, in linear time, two convex hulls of V 1 and V 2 and then compute the sequences of vertices (two convex chains) by tracing the boundaries of conv(V 1 ) and conv(V 2 ). Thus T (SP −+ ; y) is obtained by connecting these vertices with y in O(n) time (in lexicographical order). 
